Learn How To Papercut
Thank you for downloading my file to help you learn how to enjoy papercutting.
I love exploring Gods word creatively and creating papercuts designs is one of my favourite ways I enjoy this. When I enjoy
my papercutting time with God I often enjoy having my worship music on and just relaxing with Him and reflect on what I
am cutting out. Thinking about how it applies to my journey with God, what God is saying to me, what can I learn etc from
what I am cutting, and I often also refer to my bible etc.
Then with all the designs I create I will add in my home as decor, give as gifts to bless people or added into my bible
journaling as tip-ins.
1.Usage -‘This file is for Personal Use only: Emma Vickers: Bless It Forward Designs PDF files’ may be downloaded and used for private
and non-profit use only. If you like you can give credit to the original author, Emma Vickers of Bless It Forward Ministires if you share
your designs created anywhere on social media (Credit go to © Bless It Forward Ministires – www.facebook.com/blessitforwardMinistries or
www.blessitforward.co.uk )
2.Copyright - ‘Personal Use File: Emma Vickers: Bless It Forward Ministires PDF Files’ are the intellectual property of its respective
author, Emma Vickers of Bless It Forward Ministires, provided it is original, and is protected by copyright laws in many parts of the
world.
3. If you are downloading this file please direct others to my website if you wish to share this downloadable resource and not directly
to the file you are now viewing.
Thank you and God Bless
Emma Vickers

Bless It Forward - by Emma Vickers, was EST in January 2013 and is a Journey based on the foundation of my Christian
faith, which encourages people through never forgetting kindness and truth (Proverbs3:3), to engage in acts of kindness
that lead to a strengthened culture of kindness. You can find out more about Bless It Forward and our community from the
links below. www.blessitforward.co.uk
I also have a Bless It Forward Bible Journaling Community - which provides a positive, safe and friendly sharing platform,
where creative, Christians / believers around the world can share their journey of bible journaling that reflect bible verses
and inspirations of faith, and how they use it to connect with God. A place where Christians / believers can connect and
inspired each other through are walk with Jesus Christ, to encourage and build one another up, as we share together (1
Thessalonians 5:11) Please feel free to join us; www.facebook.com/groups/blessitforwardbiblejournaling/

Bless It Forward Designs - I do have a little Etsy shop you can visit and purchase my papercutting templates from to
enjoy using. www.etsy.com/uk/shop/BlessItForward

Instructions / Printing guidance
•

•

You will need a craft knife and cutting mat to enjoy your learning and a glue pen to stick your design
down with.
What to print on; to start with print on normal white printing paper.
You can use black single sided paper normally around 90GSM or white card I like to use 160GSM. But
please note you can use other coloured card as long as you can see what is being printed.
Check out my youtube videos for me explaining how to tips etc
Video 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wR7o2XDm7fk
Video 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RalYfPLNUjc
Video 3 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGZh5YelNQc
Video 4 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5wLKe_iD2Q

